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Fine-Grained Species Recognition With Privileged
Pooling: Better Sample Efficiency Through

Supervised Attention
Andrés C. Rodríguez , Stefano D’Aronco , Konrad Schindler , Senior Member, IEEE, and Jan Dirk Wegner

Abstract—We propose a scheme for supervised image classifi-
cation that uses privileged information, in the form of keypoint
annotations for the training data, to learn strong models from
small and/or biased training sets. Our main motivation is the
recognition of animal species for ecological applications such as
biodiversity modelling, which is challenging because of long-tailed
species distributions due to rare species, and strong dataset biases
such as repetitive scene background in camera traps. To counteract
these challenges, we propose a visual attention mechanism that
is supervised via keypoint annotations that highlight important
object parts. This privileged information, implemented as a novel
privileged pooling operation, is only required during training and
helps the model to focus on regions that are discriminative. In
experiments with three different animal species datasets, we show
that deep networks with privileged pooling can use small training
sets more efficiently and generalize better.

Index Terms—Camera trap images, fine-grained species
recognition, privileged pooling, supervised attention, training set
bias.

I. INTRODUCTION

L EARNING under privileged information is a paradigm
where, exclusively for the training samples, one has access

to supplementary information beyond the target outputs [1], [2],
[3], [4]. The idea is to use this side information to guide the train-
ing towards a model that achieves lower generalization error.
Such an approach can be beneficial in two situations: i) compared
to standard supervised learning it is in general possible to achieve
better performance with the same (typically small) number of
training samples; ii) it is possible to steer the learning so as to
overcome potential biases in the training set. Both situations
arise in many domains, but are particularly challenging for the
fine-grained classification of animal species: due to difficulties
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of observing and photographing animals, practical training sets
will unavoidably suffer from observational biases and also have
limited sample sizes for certain classes.

The concept of privileged information during training was
originally introduced in [1] to improve the estimation of slack
variables and the convergence rate of Support Vector Machines
(SVMs). Subsequent works [2], [3], [4] have adapted this idea to
a variety of visual tasks, by adding bounding boxes, attributes or
sketches as privileged information [5], [6]. Technically, one can
interpret learning under privileged information as a regulariza-
tion of the model parameters with additional knowledge about
the training samples.

Many common CNN architectures, like ResNet [7] or In-
ception [8], employ a global average pooling layer before the
final fully connected layer(s), in order to reduce the number of
parameters and to make the model applicable to input images of
varying size. However, much information is lost during feature
averaging, as features of the object of interest (in our case the
animal) are merged with background features. Evidently, this
can lead to noisy representations, particularly if the training
set for some target classes is small – a frequent situation when
dealing with skewed data distributions where some classes, for
instance certain animal species [9], are much rarer than others. A
similar problem arises when the procedure used to acquire the
training data induces sampling biases, which then may cause
the network to learn spurious correlations that are irrelevant, or
even harmful, for the task [10], [11]. Specifically, global pooling
operations harm generalization if different categories of interest
often appear in the same context, thus complicating the concep-
tually simple task to focus on a small, relevant region; such as
for instance in our application, where animals are surrounded
by similar vegetation. We thus advocate the use of privileged
information during training to guide the model’s attention.

We introduce privileged pooling (PrPool) a visual attention
mechanism for animal species recognition that leverages priv-
ileged information in the form of keypoint locations to learn
a weighted pooling operator. It is intuitive that annotations of
important body parts facilitate learning from small training sets.
We use point-level part annotations, which are relatively cheap
to collect and at the same time directly relevant to discriminate
animal species that look alike. A few works have investigated
self-supervised attention as a means to improve image under-
standing [12], [13], [14]. We are not aware of any systematic
inquiry into supervised learning of the pooling operator from
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Fig. 1. Predicted classes using privileged pooling on CCT20-Cis test dataset
(top) and iBirds2017 test dataset (bottom). Bounding boxes are computed using
the predicted attention maps. Attention maps (bounding-box cropped for visu-
alization) depict the encoded privileged information from different keypoints
provided at train time. The bottom right-most attention map is not supervised
by any keypoint and acts as complementary to other animal regions.

privileged information. Notably, [15] derive a scheme for action
recognition that relies on keypoints to learn a very specific pool-
ing operation (a low-rank approximation of bilinear pooling).

Here, we explore the role of attention maps as a general tool
to capture spatially explicit privileged information. In our case,
the additional annotations come in the form of animal keypoints,
which are used to train attention maps as a soft gating mechanism
that selects relevant features. Fig. 1 shows an example how
such an attention map emphasizes different keypoints on a test
sample, like the tail, head, and body. In this way we obtain a
generic attention module that can be combined with any com-
monly used pooling operator to improve classification perfor-
mance. We also provide two new datasets with part annotations:
1) Caltech CameraTrap-20+ (CCT20+), obtained by augmenting
a subset of the Caltech CameraTrap-20 dataset [16]. With this
challenging dataset, we demonstrate that our method is able
to counteract inherent background biases and thereby improve
classification performance. 2) iBirds2018+, a subset of rare bird
species from iNaturalist2018 [9]. With this dataset we show that
our method improves classification in the long tail of rarely
observed species. Furthermore, we also experiment with the
CUB200 [17] birds dataset under a scarce data regime, and also
outperform state-of-the-art methods based on both privileged
information and few-shot learning. To assess generalization, we
extract the matching subset of the aves (bird) family (termed
iBirds2017) from the iNaturalist-17 dataset [9] and test our
model trained on CUB200. In that experiment the advantage of
our model is even bigger. Overall, we show that supervising the
pooling with privileged information affords better generalization
with fewer training samples, and is also a powerful alterna-
tive to few-shot learning when labeled training data is scarce.
Code and the corresponding CCT20+ and iBirds2018+ annota-
tions will be made available at https://github.com/ac-rodriguez/
privilegedpoolinggithub.com/ac-rodriguez/privilegedpooling.

Fig. 2. Comparison of learning strategies. In the standard network with param-
eters θ, an input x is mapped to a latent encoding F and then on to a prediction
ŷ. Distillation first learns a teacher network with parameters φ using also
privileged information x�, then learns the weights θ to approximate that teacher
network. Multi-task learning jointly learns to predict also x� with a decoder
with parameters φ. The proposed framework adds an attention mechanism with
parameters θ3 and supervises it with x�. Green denotes quantities used only
during training.

II. RELATED WORK

Learning under Privileged Information attempts to leverage
additional information x� during training, but does not rely on it
at test time, see Fig. 2. How to best exploit such side information
is not obvious. Several algorithms have been developed for
SVMs, for tasks including action [5] and image [18] recognition.
Applications in the context of deep learning include object detec-
tion [19] and face verification [20]. Also simulated data has been
interpreted as privileged information [3], and (heteroscedastic)
dropout has been used as a way of injecting, at training time,
privileged information into the network [4].

Knowledge Distillation (KD) [21], [22], originally introduced
for model compression, is closely related to the concept of
privileged information [23], see Fig. 2. KD trains a student
network to imitate the output of (usually much bigger) teacher
network pre-trained on the same task. To distil knowledge of
both high- and low-level features from a pre-trained teacher,
different variants of KD match feature maps at varying stages
of the networks, usually to obtain more compact models [24],
[25], [26].

Multitask Learning could be viewed as a naïve way of in-
corporating privileged side information, by training an auxiliary
task to predict the side information, see Fig. 2. The hope is
that a shared feature representation will benefit the target task,
because it profits from the additional supervision afforded by
the auxiliary task. Examples in medical imaging [27] and video
description [28] use bounding boxes for such purposes. There is
a risk that tasks will instead compete for model capacity, leading
to decreased performance. Several works focus on the non-trivial
task of correctly balancing them [29], [30], [31].

Few-shot Learning deals with the extension of an already
trained classifier to a novel class for which there are only few

https://github.com/ac-rodriguez/privilegedpooling
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examples. The hope is that the new class, when embedded in the
previously learned feature space, has a simple distribution that
can be learned from few samples [32]. One way to achieve this
is to enforce compositionality of the feature space [33], [34] by
exploiting additional attributes of the training data, which can
be seen as a form of privileged information.

Pooling: Virtually all image classification methods use some
sort of pooling over a feature map extracted from a feature
extractor – nowadays a deep backbone. Beyond simple average-
or max-pooling, other methods like bilinear pooling [35], [36],
covariance pooling [37], [38] and higher-order estimators [39],
[40] have been proposed. These methods are collectively re-
ferred to as second-order methods, since they estimate second-
order statistics of the features distribution. Empirically this
can improve discriminative power [38], [39]. Using a form of
attention, [15] tackle action recognition using a bilinear pooling
based on [35], [36] and use one of the low-rank vectors to encode
pose as privileged information into the network. Unlike ours, that
approach is not applicable to first order pooling or to other forms
of second-order pooling such as covariance pooling.

Despite recent developments in transfer learning and pooling,
it is an open question how to leverage sparse, but highly infor-
mative privileged information at training time. We address this
with a simple yet effective privileged pooling scheme.

III. METHOD

A. Background and Problem Statement

Consider a supervised image classification task, with inputs
X ∈ X represented as 3D tensors of size WX ×HX × 3, and
outputs y from a label spaceY . The goal is to learn a function fθ :
X → Y with parameters θ, for instance a convolutional network
(CNN), that minimises the expected loss l : Y × Y → R:

argmin
θ

E(X,y)∼P (X,Y ) [l(fθ(X), y)] . (1)

In the paradigm of learning under privileged information, we
have access to additional side information denoted by x� ∈ X �

for the training examples (but not for the test data). For the
case of image classification, the supplementary information x�

typically has much lower dimension than the input image. Here,
we consider annotated keypoint locations. In other words, the
training set is composed of triplets of the form {X,x�, y}. As
we will only have access to X at prediction time, the overall
goal is to minimise the risk of (1). However, we would want to
leverage the information offered by x� to regularise the training
procedure. This leads to the new optimisation problem:

argmin
θ

E(X,y)∼P (X,Y ) [l(fθ(X), y)] + g(θ, p (X,x�, y)) ,

(2)
where g represents a regulariser that depends on the learned pa-
rameters θ and on the joint distribution of the tripletsp(X,x�, y).
The challenge is to come up with an appropriate regulariser g
that alters the parameters θ in such a way that the generalization
error for unseen data X is reduced at test time. For many CNNs,
fθ can be decomposed into a feature extractor fθ1

(X) that yields
a feature map F of size W ×H ×D, followed by a (first-order)

Fig. 3. Privileged Pooling (PrPool) illustration. M attention maps with K
supervised and Q complementary ones. F ′ is the extended feature map obtained
using all attention maps (See (8).) sqrt(Σ) is the square-root normalized
covariance matrix of the expanded feature map F ′. Green-dotted lines denote
quantities used only during training.

pooling operation pool(F) that yields a feature vector p of size
D, and finally a multi-layer perceptron fθ2

that outputs a vector
y of class scores. The spatial dimension of the feature map F
depends on the feature extractor, often it is smaller than the input
imageX. It is straight-forward to interpolate the input and/or the
feature map so that their spatial dimensions match.

As discussed in Section II, privileged information encom-
passes several forms of transfer learning, e.g., in the case of
multi-task learning the second term of the objective function
corresponds to Ep(x�,X)[l(gθ1

(X), x�)], whereθ1 are the shared
parameters of the common feature extractor. This formulation,
however, does not guarantee that the main task makes full use
of the privileged information predicted for a test sample. Our
architecture does exactly that: the attention maps can be seen
as a strategy to pass the keypoint predictions learned from
the privileged information back to the classification head, so
as to highlight the most important visual features for animal
species recognition. In this way we obtain a visual attention
mechanism [41], [42] that steers the focus of the main network
fθ towards locations in the image that contain important features
for the classification task, see Fig. 3.

B. Supervision of Attention Maps

The purpose of attention mechanisms is to emphasize image
evidence that supports prediction [14], [43]. In images this is
commonly done by means of a 1× 1 convolution that outputs
a weight for re-weighting features before passing them to the
next network layer. For example, [12], [13] use attention maps
to learn feature gating for fine-grained classification without
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additional supervision other than the image-level class label.
Here we explore a supervised attention mechanism: privileged
information in the form of keypoint annotations is available at
training time and serves to teach the network how to identify
locations of interest in the latent feature representation.

As annotations we provide, for every training image, the
desired output label as well as a set of K keypoint locations.
Keypoints are ordered and every point has a fixed semantic
meaning, in our case a specific body part of the animal. We
found that scheme particularly effective for our application, as
it delivers highly informative privileged information with fairly
low annotation effort.

The framework is depicted in Fig. 3. We add a network branch
that derives K attention maps ak from the feature map F. In
contrast to previous approaches we rely on 3× 3 convolutions
to produce the attention maps. This is necessary since we need
to have a larger receptive field to produce attention maps that re-
weight based on surrounding pixels using higher level concepts
from the image (i.e. head, tail, etc.) instead of just the feature
vector itself.

Keypoint locations can be represented in different ways. A
simple idea would be a list of K image coordinates (x, y) that
locate the keypoints in the image. A second possibility that better
suits our approach is to create a set of K binary maps with the
same spatial dimensions as the input image, with pixels set to
1 at keypoint locations and 0 otherwise. This allows us to train
our attention maps ak with a binary cross-entropy loss:

lBCE(ak,x
�
k) =

−1

WH

∑

w,h

(
x�
whk log(awhk)

+ (1− x�
whk) log(1− awhk)

)
, (3)

where x�
k represents the binary map for the k-th keypoint lo-

cation, and ak is the predicted attention map with values in
the continuous interval [0,1]. Note that the keypoint locations
ak can easily be interpolated to fit feature maps F of different
resolutions, depending on the network architecture.

Because the keypoint annotation might sometimes not be
exactly at the right position, it is convenient to adopt a multi-
scale loss. Attention map and keypoint map are passed through
max-pooling operators {S1..SJ}, with different kernel-sizes
to account for different scales. Finally all the losses (3) are
combined:

lattention(ak,x
�
k) =

∑

j

lBCE(Sj(ak),Sj(x
�
k)). (4)

The multi-scale attention loss lattention (4) is then applied sepa-
rately to all K keypoint maps.

Note that the keypoints are not always all visible in the input
image. If the k-th keypoint is missing, then x�

k is set to 0
everywhere. This choice reflects the preference that, if a keypoint
is not visible, the network should learn to predict its absence,
corresponding to an empty attention map.

Complementary attention maps are also included. Although
they are not supervised by any keypoint annotation, they al-
low the network to attend to potentially important regions not
indicated by keypoints. For these additional attention maps,

proper regularisation is necessary, otherwise the optimization
may converge to the trivial solution of a uniform map. The center
loss [44] has been successfully used to enforce a single feature
center per label and penalize distances from deep features to
their corresponding center, see [12]. We empirically found that,
in our case, a much simpler regularization that maximizes the
variance within each attention map yields better results:

āq =

∑
w,h awhq

WH
, lreg(aq) = āq · (1− āq). (5)

In (5), āq represents the average value of the complementary
attention map q. If that map is trivial (constant), then āq will
tend to either 0 or 1. A simple way to penalize extreme values
is to maximize lreg(aq). Intuitively, if we consider āq as the
parameter of a Bernoulli distribution, lreg(aq) corresponds to
its variance: a larger value translates to a more heterogeneous
attention map. The proposed regulariser ultimately imposes a
bias against trivial maps that are overly diffuse (or, in the extreme
case, uniform). We have also tested various other, more complex,
regularisations; but did not observe empirical improvements
over the proposed one, see Appendix B for details, available
online. The final loss for a model with a total of M attention
maps, including K supervised and Q complementary attention
maps is defined as:

L = l(fθ(X), y) +
1

K

K∑

k

lattention(ak,x
�
k)−

1

Q

Q∑

q

lreg(aq).

(6)

C. Attention Pooling

Pooling operations integrate information over the spatial di-
mensions of a feature map F with size H ×W ×D, to ob-
tain a vector p, assumed to have the necessary representative
power for image-level classification. For average pooling, the
d-dimensional vector p is simply the per-channel mean of F:

pAvgPool =
1

HW

∑

h,w

Fhw. (7)

Attention map serve to increase the representative power ofp.
To that end, we first expand the dimension of the feature map F
using the attention maps. We denote the expanded feature vector
as F′ with size H ×W ×M ×D, computed as

F′
md = Fd � am ; (8)

with � the Hadamard product over the spatial dimensions h and
w. The M attention maps determine from which image regions
features are be emphasized, respectively ignored.

This simple formulation allows the new feature map F′ to
be used together with a range of pooling operations, including
traditional first order pooling, low-rank bilinear pooling and
covariance pooling approximations.

First Order Pooling comprises average and max pooling,
the most common pooling operations. [45] demonstrate that
combining average and max pooling operations yields better
results on the CUB200 dataset for fine-grained classification.
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Given the expanded feature map F′, we can take samples
coming from the same attention map to perform M average
pooling operations:

pAvgPrPool =
1

HW

∑

hw

F′. (9)

As the feature vectors pAvgPrPool
m are collected from different

regions according to am, they preserve some degree of locality
in the features. Note that total number of elements in the pooled
representation is DM .

Second Order Pooling regards each feature vector F′
hwm

in the expanded feature map F′ as a sample and computes a
covariance matrix among the features. The mean and covariance
matrix are computed by averaging over the spatial dimensions,
h and w, as well as over the attention map dimension m. If
the feature dimension D is too large, a 1× 1 convolution on F′

can be used to reduce its size to D̃ � D, to save computational
resources as previously proposed by [37]. After reshaping the
feature map F′ to D̃ × S, where S = HWM , the covariance
matrix can be computed as:

Σ =
1

S
(F′ − F̄′)(F′ − F̄′)T , (10)

with F̄′ the average feature value over the S samples. Further-
more, [38] showed that normalising Σ by taking its square root,
denoted here as sqrt(Σ), drastically improves the representation
power of the features. An effective method consists in using the
Newton-Schulz iterative matrix square root computation, which
can be efficiently implemented on GPU [37].

Finally, note that one can backpropagate through the whole
operation by using Newton-Schulz iterative square root compu-
tation, which enables end-to-end training of the network, with
fine-tuning of the attention maps. We use the square root as our
feature vector p of size D̃2:

pCovPrPool = sqrt(Σ). (11)

Other types of Second Order Pooling focus on a low rank
approximation to perform bilinear pooling, although it can eas-
ily be computed in combination with the feature map F′ we
observed that the best representative power came from the co-
variance pooling described above. Finally, note that covariance
pooling is also possible over the original (not expanded) feature
mapF, leading to standard covariance pooling without attention.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We evaluate the proposed method on three different datasets,
showing how it improves over Average Pooling and Covariance
Pooling, and compare its performance against other methods
that also leverage privileged information.

A. Datasets

CUB200 [17] is a dataset of 200 different bird species, with a
total of 5,994 training images and 5,794 test images. Each image
comes with 15 keypoint annotations for body parts such as beak,
belly, wings, etc. CUB200 has been extensively used for fine-
grained image classification and highly specialised architectures

have been designed for it. Still, a vanilla ResNet-50 pretrained on
ImageNet achieves 86% accuracy (note that ImageNet includes
some bird classes, and there might even be some common images
between the two datasets).

Our focus is to evaluate keypoint annotations as privileged
information to i) train a model in data-scarce settings, and
ii) improve the generalization to other data. Images in CUB200
are usually centered on the bird and depicted in “standard” poses
suitable for recognition, as in a field guide. To test generalization,
we use images from the iNaturalist-2017 [9] dataset, which
features less curated, more challenging images of birds. 156
birds species are shared between CUB200 and iNaturalist-2017,
for those species there are in total 3,407 images (average 22 sam-
ples/species) in iNaturalist-2017, which we use as an additional
test set, termed iBirds2017.

iBirds2018 is a subset of iNaturalist2018 [9], comprising
1258 bird classes with a total of 143,950 training and 3,744
validation samples. As this iBirds2018 dataset exhibits a par-
ticularly long-tailed (realistic) class distribution, we separate it
into different subsets according to the number N of samples
available per class. First, as commonly done in the literature
we consider 4 large sub-sets: 308 many-shot (N > 100), 563
mid-shot (20 ≤ N ≤ 100), 387 low-shot20 (N < 20) and 188
low-shot15 (N < 15). Second, in a similar way, we also consider
9 sub-sets for a more fine-grained analysis. Furthermore we
introduce iBirds2018+, where we annotated 5 samples in each
low-shot15 class with keypoints. For consistency we used the
same keypoints as in CUB200. One day of student work was
required to write and use a small Python script for keypoint
annotation to annotate 1,014 samples.

Caltech CameraTrap-20+ (CCT20+) is a reduced version of
CCT20 [16] augmented with privileged information. CCT20 is
a set of 57,000 images captured at 20 different camera loca-
tions and showing 15 different animal classes.1 Images from
10 camera locations and taken on even days form the training
set (13,000 samples). There are two different test scenarios. The
“Cis” split (15,000 samples) consists of the odd days of the same
cameras used for training, to test generalization across time for
a fixed set of viewpoints. The “Trans” split (23,000 samples) are
images from camera locations not seen during training, to test
generalization to new viewpoints. As validation data, a single
day (3,400 samples) for the Cis scenario, respectively a single
location (3,400 samples) for the Trans scenario, is held out from
the training data.

CCT20+ augments CCT20 with privileged information that
we manually annotated for 1,182 images across all species and
all cameras of the training set. We chose keypoints that have the
same semantic meaning across the different species of animals
in the dataset: head, left-front-leg, right-front-leg, left-back-leg,
right-back-leg, tail and body-center.

In our experiments, we do not use the sequence information
but treat every image independently. Moreover, we disregard
images with more than one animal species and images without
any annotated bounding box (the bounding box is not used in

1CCT20 is a subset of the bigger Caltech CameraTrap set with 243,000 images
from 140 locations.
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TABLE I
SAMPLES PER CLASS IN THE CCT20 AND CCT20+ (MARKED AS TRAIN+)

DATASET AFTER DISREGARDING CARS CLASS AND SEQUENCE INFORMATION

our system, we only use it as an indication that an animal was
visible for the human annotator). Further details on the dataset
annotation and statistics are available in Table I.

B. Implementation Details

All experiments have been implemented in PyTorch [46],
with ResNet-101 pre-trained on ImageNet [47] as a backbone.
WSDAN [12] was implemented in Tensorflow [48] and uses
InceptionV3 as a backbone. WSDAN experiments with ResNet-
101 did not yield comparable results, which is why we included
WSDAN with its original backbone. See the Supplementary
material for more details, available online. The results from
WSDAN differ slightly (< 1.6%) from the 89.4% accuracy
on CUB200 reported in the original publication, note that, in
contrast to the original publication, we present an average of
different random seeds using original code. All our models
are trained with SGD with momentum 0.9 and weight-decay
10−4, batch-size 10 and initial learning-rate of 0.01, a backbone
multiplier of 0.01, and exponential decay by a factor 0.9 every
1,000 iterations.

Some methods, such as [12], leverage the predicted attention
maps to compute a bounding box around the attended area, crop
the image and re-feed it through the network. The final output is
obtained by averaging the two predictions. This general strategy
is orthogonal to what we propose in this paper and can be applied
also with methods that predict attention maps. This practice is
sometimes beneficial, but not always, depending on the dataset.
We report results for all datasets with re-feeding, except for
CCT. See the ablation study in Section IV-H for an analysis of
this practice.

C. Baselines

1) No-x� Methods: As baselines we consider several recent
works that pretrain only on ImageNet, and whose network
architecture has a complexity similar to ours.

AvgPool: is a vanilla Resnet-101 pre-trained on ImageNet,
with average pooling and a single fully connected layer for final
prediction.

WSDAN Avg [12] is a method that reaches state-of-the-art
results on several fine-grained image classification datasets in-
cluding CUB200 [17] FGVC-Aircraft [49], Stanford Cars [50]
and Stanford Dogs [51]. It uses unsupervised learning of atten-
tion maps to perform weighted pooling.

iSQRT [37] (CovPool) proposes to change the usual aver-
age pooling of feature maps with a square-root normalized
covariance pooling. Empirically this is particularly useful for
fine-grained classification, where 2nd-order information can be
highly informative. The dimension of the feature map is always
reduced from 2048 to 256 to lower the computational cost, in
all our experiments.

S3N [52] proposes a way to select peaks of the feature
response, so as to force the network to explore those peaks,
which can be especially informative for the prediction. That
method also achieves state-of-the-art performance on CUB200,
but it does so at a high cost: d2 additional parameters are
required for the peak sampling layers from a feature map of
size W ×W ×D. S3N is the only method that does not use
ResNet-101 in its original implementation. To stay within GPU
memory limits, it must be used with ResNet-50, because of its
large number of additional parameters.

LSTM [53] uses a weakly supervised object detector to detect
different relevant parts of the image, and in a second step all
these detected objects are feeded as a time-sequence of images
to a LSTM to finally perform a prediction of an object class.

TransFG [54] is transformer-based network tuned for fine-
grained classification, it uses an overlapping window to create
patches over the image to select and discriminative image re-
gions.

2) x� Methods: We test our method PrPool in combination
with two different options: AvgPrPool is a first order alternative
where we compute mean and max pooling operations. Cov-
PrPool is a second order method using covariance pooling as
described in the methods section and a 1x1 convolution to reduce
the dimensionality of the feature map from 2048 to 256. For
CUB200 we follow WSDAN and use a total of 32 attention maps
(in our approach, 15 are supervised by keypoints, the remaining
17 are complementary). For CCT20 we used a total of 8 attention
maps (7 supervised and 1 complementary).

The Multitask architecture is identical to AvgPool, except that
the output of the backbone is also connected to a fully con-
nected layer that predicts the keypoints locations. This baseline
represents a sort of “lower bound” for the impact of privileged
information that is available only during training.

SimGrad [31] is an improvement of the multitask architecture
that aims at reducing the risk that the auxiliary task harms the
main task. After separately computing the gradients of the two
tasks w.r.t. the shared parameters, the gradients are averaged only
if the cosine similarity between them is positive. Otherwise the
auxiliary loss is ignored, with the intuition that it should not
influence the fitting if it is in conflict with the primary loss.

For knowledge distillation (KD) we train a classification net-
work that has two input channels, one for the RGB images and
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Fig. 4. Top-1 accuracy for CUB200 (left) and iBirds2017 (right) test datasets. Mean accuracy and standard deviation (error bars) over 5 runs. In gray the baselines
methods AvgPool and CovPool; green indicates our methods trained with PrPool (ours). Bars with � indicate use of privileged information at training time (x�

methods). LSTM values are taken directly from [53], TransFG-21 k uses [54] pretrained on ImageNet-21 k and TransFG-1 k is pretrained on ImageNet-1 k.

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF MODEL SIZE

one for the keypoint masks. Once trained, we distill the output
of that teacher network into our baseline Resnet101 as student
model.

Heteroscedastic dropout (h-dropout) [4] highlights how learn-
ing under privileged information can be implemented via a
dropout regularization. We implemented this method in its origi-
nal form and in conjunction with other attention-based methods
(e.g., [12]), but found that, despite our best effort, the noise
injected into the fully connected layer made training unstable
for masked inputs with bounding boxes (as in the original
implementation), and also with masked inputs around keypoints
with different diameters. We show results with the keypoint
annotation version, because it empirically performed better.

We have also tested Attentional pooling for action recognition
(AtnAction) [15] on our datasets. This method uses a low-rank
bilinear approximation and takes one of the low-rank vectors as
attention maps to encode the privileged information. By default
that method sets the rank to L = 768, as we did not observed
any significant effect when using larger values for L, so we kept
the original value in all our experiments.

A main goal of our work is to learn classes for which we
only have few training examples, so it is also related to few-
shot learning. We test compositional FewShot recognition [34],

which uses class-level labels to enforce compositionality (see
Section II). We use the same 5 random splits into base classes
and novel classes as [34] and run our PrPool network on them,
uniformly sampling from the batches when creating a batch, in
order to deal with the imbalance between novel and base classes.

In Table II we report the FLOPs, number of parameters and
inference time for different baseline methods as well as for the
proposed PrPool model. As can be seen the overhead needed
by PrPool is limited compared to other methods such as S3N
or TransFG. We have used the original implementations of
WSDAN, CovPool, S3N, h-dropout and TransFG; and our own
re-implementations of all other methods. All presented results
are from experiments we ran ourselves, unless stated otherwise.
LSTM could not be included in this analysis as there is no open
code. It is also not directly comparable conceptually because
it uses a recurrent network over a sequence of images in two
different steps.

D. Fine-Grained Classification

Fig. 4 presents the results on the CUB200 test set. The
numbers are averages over 5 runs with different random ini-
tialisations. The average pooling baseline (AvgPool) achieves
86.2%. With average pooling supervised by privileged informa-
tion (PrPool), this increases to 87.7%. Among the first order
pooling methods in this case the best performance is achieved
by WSDAN with 88.0%

In line with the literature [37] we find that covariance pooling
is superior to average pooling for fine-grained-classification,
reaching 88.7%. The best result with pooling methods for the
CUB200 dataset is achieved by the proposed privileged pool-
ing, which improves the result to 89.2%. These improvements
may seem comparatively small. When, however, testing the
trained networks on iBirds2017, the gains are amplified, i.e.,
our models with supervised attention generalize better. The
relative improvements are quite significant, up to 16.7% over
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TABLE III
TOP1 ACCURACY FOR CUB200 AND IBIRDS2017 TEST SET

the average pooling baseline. While most methods show a mild
improvement over the baseline without attention, they do not
reach the performance of PrPool. This includes other methods
that also use privileged information at training time, but do not
show a significant improvement on CUB200 and even fall behind
the baseline in iBirds2017. Seemingly they are to some degree
overfitted to the CUB200 distribution and not able to generalize.

For completeness, we also include architectures with neither
ResNet-101 nor pooling mechanisms that have recently demon-
strated high performance on CUB200. LSTM [53] is based on a
two stage prediction scheme and reports 90.4% top-1 accuracy
on CUB200. We could not evaluate that method on iBirds2017
nor its time-complexity because no code is available (and accu-
rate re-implementation is not possible given the description in
the paper).

More recently, TransFG [54], a transformer-based network
tuned for fine-grained classification, was able to achieve 91.7%
accuracy on CUB200. The network is pretrained on ImageNet-
21 k instead of the usual 1 k classes which, by itself, is likely
to improve transfer learning [55]. Beyond the sheer number of
classes, ImageNet-21 k contains >350,000 samples from >350
different bird species, including >60 species also present in
CUB200. This overlap suggests that pre-training on ImageNet-
21 k gives a substantial advantage when processing CUB200
that previously may have been underestimated. We found that
TransFG indeed did not perform well when pretrained only on
ImageNet-1 k as can be observed under category ”Other” in
Fig. 4. A detailed analysis can be found in Appendix C, available
online.

E. Data Efficiency

Privileged information especially improves the data effi-
ciency in data-scarce regimes. We consider two main scenarios
for experimental evaluation: a few-shot learning scenario with
CUB200 (as done previously in the literature) and a long-tailed
scenario with iBirds2018.

Few-shot learning: We draw n samples per class out of the
CUB200 training samples. Table III shows that PrPool consis-
tently outperforms all competing approaches, with increasing
benefits as the training set gets smaller. Note that in the most
challenging 5-shot case, there are only 1000 samples to learn
200 classes. We also find that in the small data regime, the naïve

Fig. 5. CUB200 (top) and iBirds2017 (bottom) Top1 Accuracy. 100 base
classes, with 100-way new classes with n-shots. Average over five random
novel/base splits with standard deviation as shaded areas. Methods with�marker
denote PrPool (ours). FewShot results taken directly from [34].

multitask loss does not improve performance, and also other
baselines become rather inconsistent.

Given the performance achieved with only 5 samples per
class, we also compare to few-shot learning. We use the same
evaluation strategy of [34] with 100 base classes and 100 new
classes with only n shots each. Results are displayed in Fig. 5.
As expected, dedicated few-shot learning – based on a set of
well-trained base classes and some form of distance learning
to add the new classes – is superior in the extreme 1-shot and
2-shot scenario. But already in the 5-shot case, we find that even
simple average pooling is competitive with few-shot learning,
and our privileged pooling already outperforms it. At 10 samples
the difference is accentuated, as one moves further away from
the extreme few-shot setting. Apparently the privileged infor-
mation can, already at this low sample number, compensate the
reduced sampling of the pose and appearance space, by steering
the learning towards sub-regions with a well-defined semantic
meaning across classes.

As before we evaluate the implemented methods on the
iBirds2017 dataset, see Fig. 5. Results are consistent with the
previous ones, PrPool proves to be very effective at increasing
performance in low-data regime and improves the generaliza-
tion power of the network. See Appendix D for more baseline
comparisons, available online.

Long-tailed dataset: In general, our method is not specifically
designed to deal with long-tailed class distributions. We still
evaluate on such a scenario nonetheless using iBirds2018 to
understand its impact on classes with scarce training labels.
Table IV shows the top-1 and top-5 performance for the whole
dataset and for different subsets with progressively lower num-
ber of training samples. Generally, CovPrPool seems to best
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Fig. 6. Mean per class accuracy and precision for iBirds2018. Results are grouped in sub-sets according to the number of available training samples for each
class.

TABLE IV
IBIRDS2018 RESULTS

leverage the privileged information x�, reaching a top-1 accu-
racy of 68.8%, 4 points higher than the best baseline method
without x�. Importantly, the privileged information available
boosts performance for the considered sub-groups. Fig. 6 shows
Mean per Class Accuracy and Precision for more fine-grained
sub-sets according to the number of training samples available.
We observe that leveraging privileged information boosts pre-
cision consistently for all class sub-sets. It also becomes clear
that CovPool and CovPrPool yield higher class accuracy than
AvgPool approaches on classes with > 15 training samples; for
classes with > 200 training samples CovPool and CovPrPool
also have higher accuracies but at the cost of a reduced precision
(Fig. 6, left). This effect is somewhat reduced for lower-shot
classes though. CovPrPool outperformed consistently all other
forms of pooling considered in Fig. 6. These experiments, on a
highly popular dataset, demonstrate performance of our method
for a realistic case where the label distribution is not uniform.
Our method shows to be effective for cases with few labels at
training time. The results support our hypothesis that a moderate
labelling effort – a handful of keypoints in a small subset of
training images – does lead to a significant performance boost.

F. Generalization With Biased Datasets

The CCT20 dataset is very challenging, due to bad illumina-
tion, frequent occlusions, camouflage and extreme perspective
that arise in camera traps. Moreover, the highly repetitive scenes
are an “invitation to overfit” and learn spurious correlations,

Fig. 7. Accuracy per class in CCT20 test datasets. Training with CCT20:
13 K samples including 1,180 samples with keypoint annotations. Classes sorted
according to number of training samples per class (indicated below each animal
class). Methods with � marker denote PrPool (ours).

which then hinder generalization to new scenarios (e.g., unseen
camera locations). Our PrPool method achieves the best per-
formance. In this case, with fewer and more distinct classes,
first-order pooling works better than CovPool (but also the
latter outperforms the baselines). Fig. 7 shows that AvgPrPool
outperforms other types of pooling in several classes, such as
squirrel, cat and dog. Table V shows the results on CCT20.
In Cis locations the Mean per Class Accuracy has a slight
increase with AvgPool methods when using the CCT dataset
(13 k training samples) instead of CCT+ (1 k training samples):
AvgPool improves 2.8 points, AvgPrPool improves 0.9 points.
CovPool methods, on the other hand, have a larger improvement.
CovPool improves by 9.5 points while CovPrPool improves by
12.9 points. These findings are aligned with earlier results we
observed on iBirds2018 where CovPool methods yield overall
better results with more training samples than AvgPool meth-
ods. We also find that attention-cropping at test time decreases
performance for both WSDAN and PrPool for CCT datasets and
therefore omitted that step. Please refer to Section IV-H for an
ablation study on this effect.

Note that our method trained only on the CCT20+ subset with
≈1000 samples outperforms the AvgPool baseline even when the
latter is trained with 10× more samples. We see two reasons for
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TABLE V
OVERALL ACCURACY AND MEAN PER CLASS ACCURACY RESULTS OF

MODELS TRAINED ON CCT20 AND CCT20+

Fig. 8. Accuracy per class in CCT20 test datasets. Training with CCT20+:
1,180 samples, all training samples are provided with keypoint annotations.
Classes sorted according to number of training samples per class (indicated
below each animal class). Methods with � marker denote PrPool (ours).

TABLE VI
TOP-1 ACCURACY RESULTS OF ATTENTION MAPS WITH DIFFERENT

SUPERVISIONS

this, i) the superior data efficiency through Privileged Pooling,
and ii) the low diversity of samples in Camera Trap data, where
more samples can in fact reinforce inherent dataset biases. In the
most challenging Trans-location setting PrPool reaches 75% test
set accuracy.

TABLE VII
TOP-1 ACCURACY WHEN TRAINING WITH DIFFERENT NUMBERS OF

ATTENTION MAPS

TABLE VIII
EFFECT OF RE-FEEDING ATTENTION-CROPPED IMAGES AT TEST TIME ON

CUB200 AND IBIRDS2017 TEST DATASETS

TABLE IX
EFFECT OF RE-FEEDING ATTENTION-CROPPED IMAGES AT TEST TIME ON

CCT20 TEST DATASETS

We now explore the impact that privileged information has
when using only the keypoint annotated images from CCT20+
dataset. As expected, the differences in performance with respect
to the baseline methods are larger in this case. See Fig. 8 for more
details on the per class performance.
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Fig. 9. Selected Samples for Coyote class, where attention cropping hurts
performance. The red bounding boxes are derived from the predicted attention
maps.

Fig. 10. Comparison GradCam from AvgPool and Mean Attention Maps
from CovPrPool. Random samples from iBirds2017 test dataset. Left most
column is input image. Below each sample GT class, and predictions are shown.
Misclassified samples in red.

G. Ablation Study: Attention Maps

We go on to analyze how important attention map supervision
is in our architecture, in combination with both average and
covariance pooling. To that end we train exactly the same archi-
tecture as PrPool, but without the supervision signal lattention from
keypoint annotations. The results in Table VI confirm that the
privileged information plays an important role and significantly
increases prediction performance. Moreover, we observe that
already the regulariser alone improves over totally unconstrained
self-attention, as expected.

We also vary the number of attention maps used for the
CUB200 dataset, see Table VII. As it can be seen from the ta-
ble, performance tend to slightly increase when complementary
attention maps are added to the model, however too many might
lead to a minor model overfit.

Fig. 11. Comparison GradCam from AvgPool and Mean Attention Maps
from CovPrPool. Selected samples from low-shot classes from iBirds2018 test
dataset. Left most column is input image. Below each sample GT class, and
predictions are shown. Misclassified samples in red.

H. Ablation Study: Attention Cropping At Test Time

Using the attention maps from WSDAN and PrPool(ours) it is
straight forward to create a bounding box around the areas in the
image that the network is attending to. We used this bounding
box to crop the image and re-feed it at test time. We observed
this is a key element of WSDAN and has usually a positive effect,
see Table VIII. Intuitively this technique should increase the
performance as it creates a higher-resolution attention map from
the cropped input image (The original image is of size 4882 and
the attention map is 282). The results for the CCT20 dataset can
be seen in Table IX, in this case the effect of the re-feeding seems
to be hurting the overall performance for both models WSDAN
and PrPool. We observed class-specific effects. For instance,
when using CCT+ as training dataset the rodent class showed
an improvement from 20.0% to 55.0% after attention cropping
at test time (Fig. 8). This is likely a similar effect as observed
for CUB200, where the high-resolution attention map centered
around the (rather small) animal helps the identification; on the
other hand, some classes were negatively affected by attention
cropping, in particular larger animals such as dog, coyote and
raccoon. For these, it sometimes happens that keypoints are not
identified correctly and the cropping removes relevant informa-
tion; see Fig. 9 for selected samples where this is the case.

I. Qualitative Evaluation of Attention Maps

Attention Maps make it easy to visualize which parts of
the input image are being used to make a prediction. For
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Fig. 12. Random samples from CCT Cis Test Set. Red bounding-box is derived from the predicted attention maps. From left to right: Input image (marked with
predicted class), zoom to attended region and keypoint specific attention maps.
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Fig. 13. Random samples from iBirds2017 Test Set. The red bounding-box is derived from the predicted attention maps. From left to right: Input image (with
predicted class and misclassified samples include true class in parenthesis), zoom to attended region, keypoint specific attention maps, and average of complementary
attention maps.
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CovPrPool, we computed the mean of the attention maps (sep-
arately for the supervised and the complementary maps). For
the baseline model AvgPool with ResNet101 backbone, we used
GradCam [43]. In Fig. 10, we show random examples from the
iBirds2017 dataset. One can see that the baseline focusses on
small, specific patterns on the bird, in some cases even on areas
not on the bird (see fourth row from Fig. 10). This provides
an intuitive example how the privileged information can help
generalization, by paying attention to relevant, representative
parts of the bird.

Furthermore, we can see that the Complementary attention
map learn to largely ignore pixels outside the bird’s silhouette,
despite not being explicitly trained for this.

We show selected test samples from low-shot of iBirds2018 in
Fig. 11. The attention maps with AvgPool show slight overfitting
to background features, which CovPrPool seems to effectively
ignore.

Example attention maps of trained models: See Fig. 12 for
random samples of predictions and attention maps over the CCT
Cis Test set. For these samples, we observe that the attention
maps clearly highlight the different keypoints, even when the
animal is difficult to distinguish from the background. Fig. 13, on
the other hand, shows samples from the iBirds2017 test dataset.
Here the attention map on the bottom right is complementary to
the keypoints and effectively performs a foreground-background
separation.

V. CONCLUSION

The aim of learning under privileged information is to exploit
collateral information that is available only for the training
data, so as to learn predictors that generalize better. We have
examined the case where the privileged information comes in
the form of keypoint locations, a natural and fairly frequent
situation in image analysis. By using keypoints as supervision
for attention maps, they can be effectively leveraged to support
image classification. Privileged information to steer a model’s
attention is particularly effective when labeled training data is
scarce, and when it exhibits strong biases. Moreover, it turns
out that in some small-data scenarios a moderate amount of
privileged information may serve as an alternative to few-shot
learning.

On a more general note, we see it as an important message of
our work that gathering more data is not the only option to fix
an under-trained deep learning model. While additional training
data is almost always welcome, there are important applications
where it is inherently hard to come by. It is encouraging that,
with the right design, more elaborate labeling of the existing
data can also present a way forward.
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